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Exciton spin dynamics in quasispherical CdS quantum dots is studied in detail experimentally and theoreti-
cally. Exciton states are calculated using the six-band k ·p Hamiltonian. It is shown that for various sets of
Luttinger parameters, when the wurtzite lattice crystal-field splitting and Coulomb interaction between the
electron-hole pair are taken into account exactly, both the electron and hole wave functions in the lowest
exciton state are of S type. This rules out the spatial-symmetry-induced origin of the dark exciton in CdS
quantum dots. The exciton bleaching dynamics is studied using time- and polarization-resolved transient
absorption technique of ultrafast laser spectroscopy. Several samples with a different mean size of CdS quan-
tum dots in different glass matrices were investigated. This enabled the separation of effects that are typical for
one particular sample from those that are general for this type of material. The experimentally determined
dependence of the electron-spin-relaxation rate on the radius of quantum dots agrees well with that computed
theoretically.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Semiconductor quantum dots �or nanocrystals� are an in-
teresting type of matter that represents a transition between
bulk materials and molecular compounds. If the size of quan-
tum dots �QDs� is comparable to the exciton Bohr radius,
they exhibit optical properties that differ dramatically from
those of the bulk materials. In particular, the spatial confine-
ment of an electron-hole pair by the QD boundary leads to
the quantization of valence and conduction bands, which re-
sults in discrete atomiclike transitions that shift to higher
energies as the size of QDs decreases.1 This effect enables to
tune the wavelength of light emitted from QDs, which is
very attractive for various applications including construc-
tion of lasers2 and preparation of fluorescence tags in bio-
technology applications.3 Moreover, quantum dots provide
the possibility to test various theoretical models in three-
dimensionally confined systems. The electronic structure of
QDs is determined by the relative importance of different
terms: the confinement-induced level splitting, the electron-
hole Coulomb and exchange interactions, crystal field, and
the spin-orbit �SO� coupling.

The most often studied spherical QDs are made of II-VI
compounds with CdSe as a most thoroughly investigated
example.1,4–6 The theoretical treatment of CdSe is strongly
simplified by the fact that the spin-orbit coupling is large
compared to the other interactions �the spin-orbit splitting
energy is 420 meV �Ref. 7�� and, therefore, the mixing be-
tween the light-hole and heavy-hole bands, on the one hand,
and the spin-orbit split-off bands, on the other hand, may be
neglected.5 The detailed theoretical analysis in the frame-
work of four-band k ·p model of the band-edge exciton fine
structure in CdSe revealed that the originally eightfold de-
generate lowest �1Se ,1S3/2� exciton energy level is split by
the crystal field and the electron-hole exchange interaction
into five levels and that the lowest state is optically passive
�dark exciton� �Ref. 5�. On the other hand, in CdS, which has

the same wurtzite hexagonal crystal structure, the SO split-
ting is only 68 meV �Ref. 7�. The mixing between light-hole,
heavy-hole, and spin-orbit split-off bands can considerably
affect the exciton optical properties near the absorption edge7

and may even alter the order of the calculated hole energy
levels. In particular, the four-band model in CdS gives the
lowest hole state always of S type �Refs. 8 and 9� while in
the six-band k ·p model the lowest hole state in small nano-
crystals is of the P symmetry.7,10–13 As the lowest electron
state has always an S symmetry, it was believed that the
lowest e-h pair state in small CdS QDs is an orbital-
symmetry-forbidden dark exciton.11 However, the situation
changes when the excitonic effects �Coulomb and exchange
interaction between the electron and hole� are taken into ac-
count. In Ref. 32 it was shown using the six-band k ·p model
that in CdSe the lowest hole P state shifts due to the exci-
tonic effects less than the above lying S state, thus the region
of the QD sizes, where the S state is the lowest hole state,
enlarges. Similar result was obtained also for CdS QDs �Ref.
12�, but in this paper a cubic zincblende crystal structure was
considered �i.e., the effect of the crystal field was neglected�.
Another problem in the six-band modeling is that the results
are extremely sensitive to the values of effective mass pa-
rameters as was shown in Refs. 5, 7, 9, and 13 �even in CdSe
for one set of parameters the lowest hole state is of P type—
see Fig. 2 in Ref. 7�. As the Luttinger material parameters,
needed in the effective mass approximation, are not exactly
known for CdS, the computed lowest state is sometimes op-
tically dark and sometimes bright.9

Understanding of the exciton fine structure is also impor-
tant because it is directly connected with the spin-relaxation
measurements by the polarization-sensitive methods of ul-
trafast laser spectroscopy.14 Spin dynamics is of fundamental
importance in many spintronic applications because it deter-
mines the survival of information encoded in the carrier
spin.15 In general, QDs are interesting for spintronics for
their long spin coherence times that is a consequence of the
suppression of the spin-relaxation channels, which are domi-
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nant in bulk materials.16 Recently, we have shown that the
spin relaxation is even more suppressed in spherical QDs
than in the highly anisotropic self-assembled QDs �Refs.
16–18� and that the corresponding relaxation times can reach
nanosecond values even at room temperature.14

In this paper, we report on a detailed comparison of the
theoretical computation of the exciton fine structure with the
experimental results obtained by the polarization-sensitive
pump-probe technique of the ultrafast laser spectroscopy in
quasispherical CdS QDs embedded in a glass matrix. The
paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we provide details
about the investigated samples and about the experimental
technique that was used to study the exciton dynamics. In
Sec. III we show the exciton fine structure that was calcu-
lated for spherical CdS QDs taking into account the Cou-
lomb and exchange interactions between the electron-hole
pair as well as the wurtzite lattice crystal-field splitting. In
Sec. IV we present the obtained experimental results and we
compare them thoroughly with the predictions of our model.
The main conclusions are summarized in Sec. V.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

In our time-resolved experiments, we studied CdS QDs in
a glass matrix, which is a well-known model material of
mutually isolated quasispherical QDs �Ref. 19�. The samples
studied were platelets �with a thickness of about 200 �m�
prepared by mechanical polishing from as-received color fil-
ter glasses made by Hoya �samples Y44 and Y46�, Schott
�sample GG435� and Corning �sample 3-73�, which contain
CdS QDs with wurtzite lattice and volume filling factor of
about 0.1%. These particular samples were selected because
they contain QDs with similar sizes but the host glass has
considerably different chemical composition in the samples
made by different producers.20 In this way, we tried to sepa-
rate the effects that are typical of one particular sample from
those that are general for this type of material. The samples
were characterized by their linear-absorption spectra and by
transmission electron microscopy �TEM�. TEM analysis re-
vealed that the majority of QDs in the samples is spherical or
only slightly elliptical �typically, 70% QDs have �
=dmax /dmin�1.25 �Ref. 21�� and their size distribution can
be fitted well by a lognormal function with a width around
10% �Ref. 21�. This slightly asymmetric shape of the size
distribution with a tail extending to the larger sizes is in
agreement with the results published for similar
samples,19,22,23 which shows that for nanocrystals in a glass
matrix the size distribution is Gaussian at early stages of the
growth but it changes to an asymmetric distribution during
the growth. The elongation of nanocrystals was suggested to
be in a direction of the hexagonal c axis,4,24 but we were not
able to verify this for our nanocrystals. Therefore, in our
model we assume that the nanocrystals have no preferential
orientation. The carrier dynamics were investigated by the
time-resolved pump and probe technique using titanium sap-
phire laser �Tsunami, Spectra Physics� with beta barium bo-
rate �BBO� frequency doubler that generates femtosecond
pulses �time width of 80 fs, spectral width of 10 meV� with
a repetition rate of 82 MHz. As a measure of transmission

changes, we used the differential transmission �T /T0= �TE
−T0� /T0, where TE �T0� is the sample transmission measured
by probe pulses with �without� the pump pulses. To exclude
many-particle processes, all the measurements were done in
the low fluence regime, where on average much less than one
electron-hole pair per QD was excited. Probe pulses were 10
times weaker than pump pulses and they have the same pho-
ton energy �degenerate experiment�. The polarization of the
laser pulses was controlled using zero-order quarter-wave
plates and/or photoelastic modulator �PEM�. The measure-
ments were done at temperatures from 8 to 300 K, the
sample was mounted on the cold finger of the closed-cycle
helium cryostat �Janis Cryogenics�.

A rate of the carrier energy relaxation and recombination
was determined from the decay of the time-resolved
polarization-insensitive dynamics of �T /T0, which is the av-
erage of the signals measured using probe pulses with the
same and opposite circular polarization with respect to the
circular polarization of the pump pulses.14 The rate of the
spin relaxation was determined from the degree of circular
polarization of the measured signal PC, which is defined as

PC =
�T++ − �T+−

�T++ + �T+− , �1a�

where �T++ ��T+−� denotes the signal measured with probe
pulses with the same �opposite� circular polarization with
respect to the circular polarization of pump pulses. Similarly,
the degree of linear polarization of the measured signal PL is
defined as

PL =
�T� − �T�

�T� + �T�
, �1b�

where �T� ��T�� denotes the signal measured with the colin-
early �cross-linearly� polarized probe pulses with respect to
the linear polarization of pump pulses.

III. THEORETICAL MODEL

A. Electron and hole energy levels

Different authors make different approximations in the
calculations of the CdS QDs band structure. For example, in
Ref. 9 the exciton effects �Coulomb and exchange interac-
tion� are neglected, in Ref. 7 the Coulomb interaction is
treated to the first order of perturbation, and in Ref. 12 the
Coulomb interaction between the electron and hole is incor-
porated but the wurtzite crystal-field splitting is neglected
�i.e., the calculations are done for the cubic zincblende crys-
tal structure�. In conclusion, there seems to be a discrepancy
in the literature about the band structure of spherical CdS
QDs. Therefore, we find it useful to present here in more
detail our exciton-energy calculations for spherical CdS QDs
with hexagonal lattice, where the effects of the crystal field,
electron-hole Coulomb, and exchange interaction are taken
into account exactly.

There are several factors affecting the exciton states in a
QD: the confining potential of the QD boundary, the crystal
field of the lattice structure, the spin-orbit interaction, and the
Coulomb and exchange interaction between the electron and
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the hole. The corresponding Hamiltonian can be expressed as
�see, e.g., Ref. 6 and references therein�

Hex =
1

2me
pe

2 + Hh + VC�r�e,r�h� + Vexch�r�e,r�h� + Vhex, �2�

where the first term is the kinetic energy of the electron,
while the second term is the Hamiltonian of a hole in cubic
lattice. VC is the Coulomb potential between the electron and
hole, Vexch is the electron-hole exchange interaction, and the
last term Vhex describes the effect of the crystal field in a
hexagonal lattice on hole states. These additional interactions
are often treated as small perturbations like it was done, e.g.,
in Refs. 4 and 25 or in Ref. 7 for both CdSe and CdS QDs.
Strictly speaking, such a perturbative approach is applicable
only within a limited range of parameters �e.g., in the case,
where the interlevel energy spacings in a QD are sufficiently
large as compared to the interaction energies�. Our approach,
which we describe here, avoids these limitations. First, the
so-called bare electron-hole states are calculated. These are
the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian, which includes only the
kinetic energy and the spin-orbit interaction for holes

Heh =
1

2me
pe

2 + Hh. �3�

Second, the whole Hamiltonian �2� is diagonalized numeri-
cally in the basis of the 100–500 lowest bare states of the
electron-hole pair. In the case of QDs embedded in the glass
matrix, the boundaries with an infinite potential barrier can
be safely assumed.

The wave functions of an electron confined in a spheri-
cally symmetric potential are given in the envelope function
approximation by

�nelmsz

�e� �r�� =� 2

R3

Jl��nel
r

R
�

Jl+1��nel�
	l,m
�1

2
,sz� , �4�

where 	l ,m
 is the eigenfunction of the angular-momentum
operator of the envelope function, 	 1

2 ,sz
 with sz= �1 /2 is
the Bloch wave function at the bottom of the S-type conduc-
tion band, R is the QD radius, and �nl is the nth zero of the
lth Bessel function Jl���. The index ne labels different radial
solutions in order of increasing energy. Due to strong size
quantization for conduction electrons, only the lowest elec-
tron states, 1S, are relevant to optical properties of QDs near
the absorption edge.

A hole confined to a spherical QD possesses a definite
eigenvalue of the total hole angular momentum F, which is a
sum of the hole spin J�J=1 /2,3 /2� and the nonzero orbital
angular momentum of the envelope function L: F=L+J.
The Luttinger-Kohn Hamiltonian Hh, taken in so-called
spherical approximation where one neglects the warping of
the valence band connected with the cubic symmetry of the
semiconductor lattice �see, e.g., Refs. 26 and 30�, couples
states with the same F. Therefore, hole states in a spherical
QD are—in general—superpositions of components with dif-
ferent L :L=F�1 /2, F�3 /2. Since the Hamiltonian Hh pre-
serves the symmetry of states with respect to inversion of

coordinates �i.e., only states with the same parity of the
quantum number L can be mixed�, the difference in L be-
tween the mixed components is �L=0 and 2 �Refs. 22, 23,
26, and 30�. In view of relatively small spin-orbit splitting in
CdS, a six-band k ·p model is used to describe the hole
states. The bare hole states can be expressed26 as

�nhFFzq
�h� �r� = RnhFq

�1� �r��F +
q

2
,
3

2
,F,Fz� + RnhFq

�2� �r��F

−
3q

2
,
3

2
,F,Fz� + RnhFq

�3� �r��F +
q

2
,
1

2
,F,Fz� ,

�5�

where 	L ,J ,F ,Fz
 is the eigenfunction of the total angular
momentum F with the projection Fz on the c axis of the
wurtzite crystal structure, nh labels the different radial solu-
tions in order of increasing energy, and q= �1. The func-
tions RnhFq

�1� �r� and RnhFq
�2� �r� are the amplitudes of the compo-

nents, corresponding to heavy and light holes, while the
amplitude RnhFq

�3� �r� is related to the split-off hole component.
The eigenenergies must be calculated numerically.

Putting together the electron and hole states without their
mutual interaction, the bare states of an electron-hole pair
are obtained, which form the basis for the diagonalization of
the Hamiltonian �3�

�nelmsznhFFzq
�eh� �re,rh� = �sz

�e��re��nhFFzq
�h� �rh� . �6�

For better readability, the electron-hole bare states will be
denoted in a same way like in, e.g., Ref. 6 as �1S ,nXF�szFz

,
where the first term stands for the state of the electron �note
that we only take into account the lowest state with ne=1 and
l=0 �S state�� and the second term denotes the nth radial
state of a hole with the total angular momentum F; the
envelope-function orbital states of the hole are labeled by
X=S , P ,D , . . . for L=0,1 ,2 , . . ., where L is the lowest value
of the envelope-function angular momentum in a superposi-
tion, which describes the corresponding hole state.

When compared to the four-band description for the hole
states, one of the most important distinctive features of the
results of the six-band model is that the energy spectra, given
by the six-band model, are not merely scaled with the QD
radius R as R−2. In particular, the order of states with differ-
ent symmetry appears dependent on the QD size. While
within the four-band model the lowest energy level of a hole
in a CdS spherical QD is always the 1S3/2 state �not shown
here, see, e.g., Ref. 9�, the application of the six-band model
gives for small QDs the lowest energy level 1P3/2.

B. Effect of the hexagonal lattice

In a spherical QD with cubic lattice, the hole states nXF
with different z projections of the total angular momentum of
the hole, Fz, are degenerate. However, in a QD with wurtzite
lattice, such as CdS, the crystal field splits the aforemen-
tioned degenerate levels into sublevels with definite values
of 	Fz	, where Fz is the projection of the total angular mo-
mentum of a hole on the c axis of the wurtzite lattice. Like in
Refs. 6 and 25, the effect of the crystal field in a hexagonal
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lattice on hole states is described here by the potential

Vhex = −
�

2
�Ĵz

2 −
1

4
� , �7�

where for CdS �=27 meV �Ref. 27�. For the matrix ele-
ments of V in the basis of hole wave functions, Eq. �5�, we
obtain

VnFFzq;n�F�Fz�q� = 	FzFz�
�	F+q/2,F�+q�/2BnFq;n�F�q�

�11�

+ 	F+q/2,F�−3q�/2BnFq;n�F�q�
�12� �


�CF,F�,F+q/2,Fz

�+� + CF,F�,F+q/2,Fz

�−� �

+ �	F−3q/2,F�−3q�/2BnFq;n�F�q�
�22�

+ 	F−3q/2,F�+q�/2BnFq;n�F�q�
�21� �


�CF,F�,F−3q/2,Fz

�+� + CF,F�,F−3q/2,Fz

�−� �� , �8�

where

BnFq;n�F�q�
�jk� = �

0

�

drr2RnFq
�j� �r�Rn�F�q�

�k� �r� , �9�

CF,F�,L,Fz

��� = �L,Fz �
3

2
,
3

2
, �

3

2
	L,

3

2
,F,Fz	�


�L,Fz �
3

2
,
3

2
, �

3

2
	L,

3

2
,F�,Fz	� . �10�

The hole states including the crystal-field splitting are
shown in Fig. 1. For the 1S3/2 state the splitting, induced by
the crystal field, is larger than that for the 1P3/2 state, so that
in a relatively wide range of the QD radius R the lowest 1S3/2
sublevel appears very close to the 1P3/2 sublevels. Moreover,
as distinct from the case of no crystal-field effect �not shown

here�, now the lowest hole state is of the 1P3/2 type only for
R�3 nm as seen in Fig. 1. It is worth mentioning that—
although the potential in Eq. �7� is not diagonal in the basis
in Eq. �5�—the crystal-field-induced mixing of different
states nXF with the same Fz is almost negligible for QDs
with radii R�2 nm, which are relevant for our experiment.
So, the hole states still can be adequately characterized by
labels nXF and the value of Fz.

C. Excitonic effects

The Coulomb interaction between an electron and a hole
in a spherical QD of radius R is described by the potential6,28

VC�re,rh� = −
e2

4��0�����l=0

�

Pl�cos eh�� re
l

rh
l+1��rh − re�

+
rh

l

re
l+1��re − rh� +

�rerh�l

R2l+1

����� − �̃�����l + 1�
����l + �̃����l + 1� � ,

�11�

where e is the elementary charge, �0 is the permittivity of the
vacuum, Pl�x� is a Legendre polynomial of degree l, eh is
the angle between the electron and hole radius vectors re and
rh, ���� and �̃��� are the optical dielectric constants of a QD
and its surrounding medium, respectively, ��x�=1 for x�0
and ��x�=0 for x�0. The physical reason for this relatively
complicated form of the Coulomb interaction term is the
difference in dielectric constants between the quantum dot
material and the surrounding medium. This expression fol-
lows when expanding the interaction potential in spherical
harmonics and then solving the corresponding Poisson equa-
tion with standard Maxwell’s boundary conditions on the
spherical surface of a quantum dot. An important point is that
the Coulomb interaction does not mix states �1S ,nXF�szFz
with different X, F, sz, or Fz. There is, however, a mixing
between states with the same quantum numbers X, F, sz, Fz
but different n. Nevertheless, for convenience, we denote
each exciton state as �1S ,nXF�szFz

, i.e., by a set of quantum
numbers, which characterize the corresponding “parental”
state, related to a noninteracting electron-hole pair. The ac-
tual meaning of these notations is that under a gradual de-
crease in the Coulomb interaction the exciton state, labeled
as �1S ,nXF�szFz

, smoothly evolves into the bare state of the
electron-hole pair, where the electron is in the state 1S with
the spin projection sz and the hole is in the state nXF with the
z projection of the hole angular momentum Fz. Basically, just
the aforedescribed parental bare state dominates the super-
position, which describes the exciton state denoted as
�1S ,nXF�szFz

.
In Fig. 2�a�, the calculated energy spectrum of an exciton

in a CdS spherical QD is shown as a function of the QD
radius. It is worth noting that downwards shift of the
�1S ,1S3/2�szFz

exciton states due to the Coulomb interaction,
as compared to the bare states �1S ,1S3/2�szFz

of a noninter-
acting electron-hole pair, is significantly larger than that for
the �1S ,1P3/2�szFz

states. As a result, for the exciton, the low-
est states appear to be �1S ,1S3/2�szFz

for all relevant QD
sizes.

FIG. 1. �Color online� Lowest energy levels of a hole in CdS
spherical QDs of different radii R calculated using the six-band
model with Luttinger parameters �1=1.71, �2=0.62, and the spin-
orbit splitting �SO=70 meV �Ref. 29� including the crystal-field
splitting.
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It should be mentioned that the calculated energy spectra
are very sensitive to the values of the effective-mass param-
eters �1, �2, and �SO, which are known for CdS with rela-
tively large uncertainties. We performed the calculations with
three different sets of effective-mass parameters: �1=1.71,

�2=0.62, �SO=70 meV �Ref. 29�; �1=1.02, �2=0.41, �SO
=62.4 meV �Ref. 30�; and �1=1.09, �2=0.34, �SO
=68 meV �Ref. 7�. The obtained results are shown in Figs.
2�a�–2�c�. It is apparent that even though the exact order of
the higher states and the energy distance between the indi-
vidual states depend strongly on the values of the material
parameters, the lowest state is always �1S ,1S3/2�szFz

. In the
following, unless explicitly noted differently, we will present
results computed with the parameter set reported in Ref. 7,
which seems to provide the best agreement between the the-
oretical and experimental results �see below�.

Besides the Coulomb interaction, described by Eq. �11�,
there is also the exchange electron-hole interaction. The cor-
responding Hamiltonian can be written in the form5

Vexch�re,rh� = −
4

3
�excha0

3	�re − rh��ŝ · Ĵ� , �12�

where ŝ and Ĵ are the spin operators of the electron and the
hole, respectively, a0 is the lattice constant, and �exch is the
exchange strength constant. Using Eq. �13� from Ref. 5 and
the value ��ST=0.2 meV for the exchange splitting in bulk
CdS with wurtzite structure31 one finds �exch�35 meV for
CdS.

The electron-hole exchange interaction couples the elec-
tron and hole spins. Due to the exchange interaction, the
exciton energy levels with definite 	Fz	 �which are degenerate
with respect to sz and the sign of Fz in the absence of the
exchange interaction� are split into sublevels with definite
	Nz	, where Nz is the z projection of the total angular momen-
tum of the exciton, Nz=sz+Fz. In Fig. 3 we show the ex-
change splitting for the lowest exciton state �1S ,1S3/2�szFz

.
The two groups of levels are clearly separated in energy due
to the crystal-field-induced splitting �when the exchange in-

FIG. 2. �Color online� Lowest energy levels of an exciton in
CdS spherical QDs of different radii R. Calculations are performed
using the six-band model for holes with parameters �a� �1=1.71,
�2=0.62, �SO=70 meV �Ref. 29�, �b� �1=1.02, �2=0.41, �SO

=62.4 meV �Ref. 30�, and �c� �1=1.09, �2=0.34, �SO=68 meV
�Ref. 7�.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Exchange field splitting of the lowest
exciton state �1S ,1S3/2�szFz

with 	sz	=1 /2 and 	Fz	=1 /2 �upper
group� and 	sz	=1 /2 and 	Fz	=3 /2 �lower group� in CdS spherical
QDs of different radii R. Energies are labeled by the values of 	Nz	,
where Nz is the z projection of the total angular momentum of the
exciton �Nz=sz+Fz�; the index U �upper� and L �lower� is used to
distinguish the states with the same value of 	Nz	. The energies are
counted from the lowest energy level of an electron-hole pair in
QDs, which is shown in the inset. Dipole active and inactive levels
are shown by solid and dashed lines, respectively.
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teraction is small enough, the lower group comes mainly
from the state with 	Fz	=3 /2 while the upper group has a
dominant character of 	Fz	=1 /2�. The lower group consists
of the dipole inactive twofold degenerate level 	Nz	=2 and
dipole active twofold degenerate level with 	Nz	=1, denoted
as 1L. The upper group consists of the dipole inactive non-
degenerate level 0L, dipole active twofold degenerate level
1U and dipole active nondegenerate level 0U. The efficiency
of the exchange interaction and the magnitude of the splitting
strongly decrease with increasing the QD size �approxi-
mately as 1 /R3�. As seen in the Fig. 3, in spherical CdS QDs
with sizes about 2 nm, the splitting of states due to the
electron-hole exchange interaction is smaller than 1 meV.
Therefore, the effects due to the exchange interaction can be
safely neglected when calculating, e.g., the absorption spec-
tra for the ensembles of QDs with realistic size dispersion.
However, as we have shown in Ref. 14, the exchange inter-
action is crucial when treating the spin relaxation in a QD.

To sum up, the lowest electron state is the S state and,
when the influence of the split-off bands is considered, the
lowest hole state is the P state. The different spatial envelope
function symmetries of the electron and hole ground states
seemingly imply that in CdS QDs the exciton ground state
should be an optically passive “dark exciton.”11,32 However,
thanks to the downward shift of the exciton energy levels due
to the Coulomb interaction, the lowest state of an exciton is
of S symmetry for a wide range of QD sizes and also for
different sets of material parameters. When the electron-hole
exchange interaction is considered the lowest exciton state
�1S ,1S3/2�szFz

�with 	Fz	=3 /2� is split to dipole inactive level
with 	Nz	=2 �exciton ground state� and dipole active level 1L.
Our results are in line with those obtained recently for CdS
QDs by ab initio calculations.13

D. Connections with polarization-sensitive experimental results

The computed exciton fine structure is directly connected
with the polarization-sensitive pump-probe experiments de-
scribed in the following section. The pump-induced change
in the transmitted intensity of the probe pulse can be com-
puted from the occupancy factors of the energy levels as

�I�eprobe� � �
0

�

d�Iprobe����
0

�

dRN�R�
1

4�
�

0

�

d�


sin ��
0

2�

d� �
sz,Fz

	dszFz

�ex� �eprobe�	2


wszFz
�epump�	��� − EFz

� , �13�

where Iprobe��� is the spectral distribution of the probe-pulse
intensity, the function N�R� describes the distribution of QDs
over radii, dszFz

�ex� �eprobe� is the dipole matrix element of a tran-
sition between the exciton vacuum state and the exciton state
�1S ,1S3/2�szFz

, epump and eprobe describe polarization of the
pump and probe pulses, respectively, wszFz

�epump� describes
the “blocking effect” of an exciton, created by the pump
pulse in the same QD, on the absorption of probe light to the
exciton state with given sz and Fz

wszFz
�epump� = �

sz�Fz�

fsz�Fz�
�epump��	szsz�

+ 	FzFz�
− 	szsz�

	FzFz�
� .

�14�

fszFz
�epump� is proportional to the probability that the exciton

state with given sz and Fz is populated as a result of pump-
ing. In the absence of relaxation one has

fszFz
�epump� = �

0

�

d�Ipump���	dszFz

�ex� �epump�	2	��� − EFz
� ,

�15�

where Ipump��� is the spectral distribution of the pump-pulse
intensity. When writing down Eq. �13� we neglect the effects
due to the �relatively weak� exciton-exciton interaction.

The degree of circular polarization of the signal PC,
which is determined experimentally in the pump-probe ex-
periment �see Eq. �1a��, is given by the expression

PC =
�I�eprobe

+ �/I�eprobe
+ � − �I�eprobe

− �/I�eprobe
− �

�I�eprobe
+ �/I�eprobe

+ � + �I�eprobe
− �/I�eprobe

− �
, �16�

where �I�eprobe
+ � ��I�eprobe

− �� is the pump-induced change in
the intensity of copolarized �oppositely polarized� probe
pulses with the incoming intensity I�eprobe

+ � �I�eprobe
− ��. Simi-

larly, the degree of linear polarization of the signal PL �see
Eq. �1b�� is given by the expression

PL =
�I�eprobe

� �/I�eprobe
� � − �I�eprobe

� �/I�eprobe
� �

�I�eprobe
� �/I�eprobe

� � + �I�eprobe
� �/I�eprobe

� �
, �17�

where the superscript � �� � corresponds to the case when the
polarization vector of probe pulses is parallel �perpendicular�
to that of pump pulses.

The transition probability in spherical QDs is the same for
a pair of states, which differ from each other only by the sign
of Nz. This means that the absorption of the linearly polar-
ized light produces the same number of the excitons with the
spin-up and spin-down orientations �i.e., parallel and antipar-
allel with the k vector of light�. For this reason, measure-
ments with linearly polarized light are not useful for studying
the electron-spin dynamics in the spherical QDs. Still, due to
the presence of lattice �or shape� anisotropy in the assembly
of QDs with a hexagonal crystal structure, it is possible to
excite the nonzero linear polarization. Dynamics of PC and
PL in the model are determined by relaxation processes,
which modify the occupation probabilities fszFz

�epump� for ex-
citon states with a given Nz=sz+Fz. The “initial values” of
these probabilities—i.e., the values in the absence of
relaxation—are given by Eq. �15�. The values of PL are de-
termined by different pump-induced occupations of states
with different 	Nz	 �e.g., Nz=1 and 0�. The PL dynamics is
thus mainly related to the transitions between states with
different 	Nz	. On the other hand, the light pulses with a fixed
photon energy and opposite circular polarizations are ab-
sorbed into the states with opposite Nz �e.g., Nz=+1 and −1�,
i.e., the states with the opposite exciton spin projection. The
values of PC and their dynamics are determined by the dif-
ferent pump-induced occupations of the states with different
signs of Nz �with the same 	Nz	� and to the relaxation between
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these states. So, just the measurements of PC are relevant to
the spin dynamics in spherical QDs. From this reason we
will further concentrate more on dynamics of PC than on that
of PL.

E. Dynamics and spectral dependence of PC and PL

The decay of PC is widely used for the examination of the
electron-spin relaxation. However, as we will show below,
the PC decay may be influenced also by relaxation processes
where the electron spin is preserved. In the following, we
present the dynamics of the circular polarization of the signal
PC calculated from the occupation probabilities fszFz

�epump�.
The occupation probabilities are strongly affected by the in-
teraction of the excitons with phonons. Because the energy
distance between the exciton states is different from the
optical-phonon energies in CdS, the one-phonon processes,
which could modify the occupation probabilities of the exci-
ton levels, have negligible amplitude. However, according to
our calculations, at room temperatures quasielastic two-LO-
phonon processes without electron-spin flip21 may give an
important contribution to the dynamics of PC on picosecond
time scales. In those transitions, one LO phonon is absorbed
and another LO phonon is emitted �so that the energies of the
initial and final exciton states must be close to each other�.
As only the hole angular momentum Fz can be changed by
the phonon interaction, the initial and the final states have
different absolute value of 	Nz	. Because these transitions
take place between different levels �see Fig. 3�, we call these
transitions interlevel transitions. Rates of the above transi-
tions are calculated according to Fermi’s golden rule and the
corresponding time constants reach values on the order of
picoseconds �see Fig. 5 in Ref. 21�. These transitions reduce
the magnitude of PC, but not to zero; in equilibrium the PC
reaches 1/3 of its initial value. Note that the electron spin is
not affected by these transitions. Further relaxation is pos-
sible between the exciton states with opposite z projections
of the total exciton angular momentum, Nz=1 and −1, which
includes the electron-spin flip. These LO-phonon-assisted in-
tralevel transitions require electron-spin flip, which is pos-
sible due to the �relatively weak� electron-hole exchange in-
teraction. Just the fact that the electron-hole exchange
interaction is weak leads to relatively low values of the cor-
responding transition rates. Rates of electron-spin-flip transi-
tions between degenerate exciton states with 	Nz	=1 are cal-
culated according to the Fermi’s golden rule to the lowest
order in the electron-hole exchange interaction. The corre-
sponding characteristic time of the PC decay due to this
mechanism is on the order of several nanoseconds.14

Our model implies that the dynamics of PC will contain
two components with substantially different time constants
�as shown in Fig. 4�, where the slower one is connected to
the electron-spin relaxation. Our calculations were done for
an ensemble of randomly oriented CdS QDs with a hexago-
nal crystal structure and a realistic size distribution. The bot-
tom curve in Fig. 4 corresponds to the case when the wave-
length of laser pulses �photon energy h�� is tuned to
resonance with the lowest optically active energy level in a
typical QD from the distribution of QDs sizes �E1 in the

following�. However, for this photon energy not only the
lowest optically active state in a typical QD is investigated
but also higher lying �optically active� states in larger QDs
are probed simultaneously in a realistic �inhomogeneously
broadened� ensemble of QDs. When the photon energy is
decreased �i.e., for negative values of the detuning energy of
photons �E=h�−E1� only lower lying states in larger QDs
are excited, which corresponds to the regime of a size-
selective excitation.5,11,33 In the inset of Fig. 4 we show the
calculated values of PC and PL after the “fast” �electron-spin
conserving� exciton relaxation as a function of the detuning
energy �E. Due to the simultaneous excitation of different
exciton states in QDs of different sizes, the values of PC and
PL are nonmonotonous functions of the detuning energy �E.
In particular, the values of PC are increasing for more nega-
tive values of �E due to the relative enhancement of the
absorption to the lowest dipole-active exciton states
�1S ,1S3/2��1/2,�3/2 �i.e., states with 	Fz	=3 /2 and 	Nz	=1 in
Fig. 3�. Resonant absorption of a circularly polarized light
into the lowest �1S ,1S3/2�sz,Fz

exciton state of one QD
should, in principle, produce a circular polarization of the
population PN=100%. However, in the assembly of ran-
domly oriented QDs with a hexagonal crystal structure, the
averaging lowers the maximum achievable spin polarization
to PN=5 /7=81% �Ref. 34�. The signal polarization in our
particular case is further lowered by the averaging through
the spectral width of the ultrashort laser pulses and through
the inhomogeneously broadened distribution of QDs sizes.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Polarization-insensitive measurements

We investigated samples with a different mean size of
QDs produced by three different manufacturers �Hoya,

FIG. 4. �Color online� Dynamics of PC calculated for ensemble
of CdS spherical QDs �characterized by a lognormal size distribu-
tion with R0=2.1 nm and �=0.25� for different values of the de-
tuning energy �E ��E=h�−E1; h� is the photon energy and E1 is
energy the lowest optically active state in a typical QD from the
distribution of QDs sizes�. Inset: calculated values of PC and PL

after the fast �electron-spin conserving� exciton relaxation as a
function of �E. Calculations are performed for the spectral width of
laser pulses of 12 meV.
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Schott, and Corning�. In Fig. 5�a� we show the room-
temperature absorption spectra of the studied samples. There
are several quantized �inhomogeneously broadened� transi-
tions in the spectra, which is a feature typical for CdS QDs in
glass matrix.1 The spectral positions of the transition ener-
gies �i.e., the positions of the absorption peaks� can be deter-
mined from the second derivative of the measured absorption
spectra where they are apparent as rather pronounced
minima.35 The positions of the lowest transition energy �E1�,
which corresponds to the lowest optically active state in a
“typical” QD �i.e., in a QD with the most probable size
within the corresponding size distribution�, are shown as ar-
rows in Fig. 5�a� for all the samples. The radius R0 of a
typical QD in a given sample can be determined from E1
using the theoretical dependence of the lowest transition en-
ergy shown in the inset in Fig. 3—the obtained values of R0
are 1.9, 2.0, 2.1, and 2.7 nm for samples GG435, 3-73, Y44,
and Y46, respectively.

Polarization-insensitive dynamics of differential transmis-
sion �T /T0, measured with the photon energy tuned to E1 for
each of the samples, are shown in Fig. 5�b�. The observed
dynamics, which reflect the energy relaxation and recombi-

nation of photoinjected carriers, are not monoexponential,
but rather consist of a fast initial decay �components with a
characteristic time constants from tens of femtoseconds to
several picoseconds� followed by a slower �nanosecond�
decay—note a logarithmic scale in the figure. These results
are quite typical for II-VI QDs in glass matrix and can be
explained as a consequence of a fast trapping of a part of the
carriers to the QDs surface states36 and a recombination. The
trapped carriers do not contribute to the �T /T signal �be-
cause they are not in the energy window that is monitored by
probe laser pulses� but they can eventually lead to the exis-
tence of the trap-related photoluminescence.37 The long com-
ponent of the �T /T decay reflects the recombination time of
the carriers, which stayed in the energy states around E1 in
the volume of nanocrystals. However, we have not observed
any systematic dependence of the dynamics of �T /T0 on R0
�e.g., very similar curves were detected for samples Y46 and
3-73 with rather different values of R0—see Fig. 5�b��. This
clearly shows that not only the QDs size is important for the
carrier dynamics. For example, the passivation of the surface
of individual QDs �Ref. 36� and/or a chemical composition
of the host glass20 can play an important role. All these
sample-dependent properties significantly complicate any
quantitative analysis of the obtained dependences on QDs
size, which are measured in different samples. Instead, it
might be much more convenient to measure the desired size
dependences in one sample. This can be done by a resonant
laser excitation of a certain fraction of QDs from the whole
distribution of QDs sizes. For example, QDs with radius
from 1 to more than 3 nm are present in sample Y44—see
Fig. 1�b� in Ref. 21. And it is much easier to compare the
data obtained in such a manner with the predictions of the
theoretical model provided that the relevant distribution of
QDs sizes is known. In Fig. 6�a� we compare the measured
absorption spectrum in sample Y44 �open points� with the
calculated one �dashed line�. The calculation of the absorp-
tion into the first �1S ,1S3/2� state for the ensemble of ran-
domly oriented spherical CdS QDs with a hexagonal crystal
structure was performed in a dipole approximation, neglect-
ing the exchange interaction splitting, which is small com-
pared to the inhomogeneous broadening �see Fig. 3�. The
deduced inhomogeneous width of the size distribution
�CALC=0.1, which best fits the measured absorption spec-
trum, is smaller than the one determined from the analysis of
TEM images �TEM= �0.27�0.02�. This might indicate that
the size-distribution function for the whole sample is actually
narrower than that for the subset of QDs observed in high-
resolution TEM images. Nevertheless, it is clear from Fig.
6�a� that our model for this particular sample is reasonably
valid only up to the energy �3.1 eV. For higher energies,
excited electron states, which are not considered in our
model, contribute significantly to the absorption.

The absorption spectrum of the nanocrystalline sample is
inhomogeneously broadened due to the size distribution of
the nanocrystals. In Fig. 6�b� we show the initial stages of
carrier dynamics measured across this inhomogeneously
broadened absorption spectrum of the sample Y44. In this
experiment, the spectral resolution is given by the spectral
width of the femtosecond laser pulses, which is schemati-
cally depicted in the lower part of Fig. 6�a�. The obtained

FIG. 5. �Color online� �a� Absorption spectra of the investigated
samples at 300 K. Vertical arrows depict the positions of lowest
transition energy E1 in the samples, which were determined from
the second derivative of the absorption spectra. The three upper
curves were vertically shifted for clarity. �b� Polarization-insensitive
dynamics of differential transmission �T /T0 measured at 300 K
with the photon energy tuned to E1 for each sample; the data are
normalized.
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normalized dynamics of �T /T0 clearly show an acceleration
of carrier dynamics when increasing the detuning energy �E.
This behavior reflects a decrease in QDs sizes, which are
sampled by the laser pulses, and the fact that not only the
lowest energy states of the smaller QDs are examined for
larger photon energy but also the higher energy states of the
larger QDs can be excited at the same time. In fact, the
former effect is probably dominant below �E�100 meV �in
smaller QDs the influence of carrier trapping to the QDs
surface states is stronger� while above this value the latter
effect prevails. In Fig. 6�a� we show the spectral dependence
of the initial magnitudes of �T /T0 that were measured in
sample Y44 for time delay of 0.25 ps �solid points� together
with those that were calculated from exciton energy levels
shown in Fig. 3 �solid line in Fig. 6�a��. The differential
transmission �T /T0 is positive in the whole investigated
spectral region reflecting the state-filling-induced saturation
of the exciton levels. The measured spectral dependence of
�T /T0 has a maximum at the position of the transition en-

ergy E1 �when a maximal number of QDs from the whole
distribution of QDs sizes was excited� and decreases for
other photon energies. The experimental spectral dependence
is narrower than the calculated one, possibly due to the ad-
mixture of the biexciton-related induced absorption,38–40

which was not included in our computation.
One can see that our theoretical model provides a quali-

tative description of all the features observed experimentally.
The major problem for the quantitative comparison between
the experimental results and the theoretical predictions is the
fast carrier trapping to the surface of some individual QDs,
which is generally believed to be the dominant recombina-
tion channel in these small QDs �Ref. 36�. And even though
we successfully reduced the influence of the sample-
dependent properties �e.g., the variation in the host glass be-
tween the different samples� by measuring the desired QDs
size dependences in one sample, the absence of an accurate
theoretical treatment of the surface trapping precludes any
direct comparison of the measured and computed
polarization-insensitive dynamics of �T /T0. On the other
hand, the polarization-sensitive dynamics, which will be
treated in the next section, does not suffer from this problem
because the dynamics of PC and PL are already corrected for
the finite lifetime of carriers.14

B. Polarization-sensitive measurements

Polarization-sensitive dynamics of �T /T0 measured by
circularly and linearly polarized laser pulses are shown in
Figs. 7�a� and 7�b�, respectively. There is a clear �though
rather weak� dependence of the signal on the probe polariza-
tion. The difference signal, which was directly measured us-
ing a lock-in amplifier and a photoelastic modulator �PEM�,
is shown in the lower part of the figure. The spectral depen-
dence of the dynamics of PC �PL� measured at 300 and 8 K
is shown in Figs. 8�a� and 8�b� �Figs. 8�c� and 8�d��, respec-

FIG. 6. �Color online� �a� Absorption spectrum �open squares�
and spectrum of differential transmission �T /T0 �at time delay of
0.25 ps; full triangles� measured in sample Y44 at 300 K. Theoret-
ical absorption spectrum �dashed line� and spectrum of �T /T0

�solid line� were calculated for ensemble of QDs characterized by a
lognormal size distribution with R0=2.05 nm and �=0.1 and for
the spectral width of laser pulses of 12 meV. �b� Polarization-
insensitive dynamics of �T /T0 measured across the inhomoge-
neously broadened absorption spectrum of sample Y44 at 300 K
with various detuning energies �E; the data are normalized. The
spectral resolution of the experiment is given by the spectral width
of the femtosecond laser pulses, which is schematically depicted in
the lower part of Fig. 6�a�.

FIG. 7. �Color online� �a� Polarization-sensitive dynamics of
�T /T0 measured in sample Y44 at 300 K using probe pulses with
the same and opposite circular polarizations with respect to the
circular polarization of the pump pulses. The lower curve is the
signal difference that was measured directly using the photoelastic
modulator. �b� The same as �a� but with linearly polarized light. The
photon energy was tuned to the spectral positions of E1.
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tively. The most pronounced feature, which was observed in
the dynamics of PC and PL for all samples and all tempera-
tures investigated, is that the signals decay at two rather dis-
tinct time scales: the values decrease first with a sub-
picosecond time constant and then the decay is considerably
slower. The measured experimental data can now be com-
pared with the predictions of our model �see Fig. 4�. And
even though there is not a perfect agreement between the
experimental and theoretical results, the major features ob-
served in the experiment, namely, the existence of the two-
component decay and a strong enhancement of PC for nega-
tive values of �E, are reproduced well by the theory.
Therefore, we attribute the fast component in the experimen-
tally observed decay to the electron-spin-conserving relax-
ation of the energy and total angular momentum of holes
�interlevel exciton transitions� while the slow component is
attributed to intralevel exciton transitions that require
electron-spin flip.14 Note also that when the size selective
excitation regime is reached �i.e., for large negative values of
�E� strongly damped oscillations in both PC and PL are ob-
served experimentally short after the excitation. These oscil-
lations can be interpreted as coherent quantum beats between
the individual QD states,41 which are strongly damped due to
the inhomogeneous broadening in the sample. The initial
stages of the measured dynamics, where the pump and probe
pulses overlap in time �this region is shaded in Fig. 8�, can
be, in principle, affected also by the coherent scattering of
pump and probe pulses that complicates any quantitative
analysis of the fast component.

In the following, we will concentrate on the slow compo-
nent of the decay of PC and PL. In Figs. 9�a� and 9�b� we
show the spectral dependence of the magnitude of PC �full
points� and PL �open points� measured at the time delay of 2
ps in sample Y44 at 300 and 8 K, respectively. �At 8 K we
were not able to measure the data for �E�0 due to the
temperature-induced shift of the absorption spectrum37 out of
the spectral tuneability of our laser system.� The data ob-

tained at 300 K in samples 3-73 and Y46 are shown in Figs.
9�c� and 9�d�, respectively. While the details of the measured
dependencies are sample dependent, there are certain fea-
tures that are common for all the samples. First, the values of
PC and PL are minimal around �E=0 and they increase both
for larger and smaller values of �E. Second, the magnitude
of PL is always slightly larger than that of PC. For negative
values of �E, where our theoretical model is applicable �cf.
Fig. 6�a��, the measured spectral dependence of PC and PL
�Fig. 9� can be compared with the theoretical predictions �see
the inset in Fig. 4�. As already discussed above, both in ex-
periment and theory we see an increase in PC for negative
values of �E. However, the measured values of PC are con-
siderably smaller than the computed ones and also the ratio
PL / PC is underestimated by our model. Both these effects
are probably connected with the shape anisotropy in our
samples,34 which is a consequence of the slightly nonspheri-
cal shape of QDs in the investigated samples �cf. Fig. 1�a� in
Ref. 21�. This explanation is also supported by the compari-
son of our experimental results with the polarization-
sensitive measurements reported for the self-assembled QDs.
The strongly nonspherical shape of these self-assembled
QDs �Ref. 42� leads to drastic enhancement of PL ��80%�
relative to PC ��5%� that is typically measured for undoped
samples without external magnetic field.43 Alternatively, fast

FIG. 8. �Color online� Dynamics of PC �panels �a� and �b�� and
PL �panels �c� and �d�� measured at 300 K �left panels� and 8 K
�right panels� in sample Y44 for different detuning energies �E.
The shaded areas show schematically the temporal regime where
the coherent scattering of pump and probe pulses can take place.

FIG. 9. �Color online� Spectral dependence of PC �full points�
and PL �open points� measured at time delay of 2 ps in �a� sample
Y44 at 300 K and �b� 8 K, �c� sample 3-73 at 300 K, �d� and sample
Y46 at 300 K. Lines are guides to the eyes.
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trapping of electrons to surface states in some QDs may re-
duce to zero the contribution of those QDs to the “difference
signal,” �T /T0

++−�T /T0
+−, while the “sum signal,” �T /T0

++

+�T /T0
+−, may remain almost the same �provided that holes

are not trapped�. If such a trapping of electrons occurs in an
appreciably large fraction of QDs, the value of PC measured
by the probe pulse could significantly decrease.

Finally, we consider the room-temperature spin-related
exciton dynamics, which is connected with the nanosecond
decay of PC. In our previous paper we have shown that the
spin relaxation is faster in smaller QDs �due to the increase
in the efficiency of the electron-hole exchange interaction,
which depends on the spatial overlap of their wave
functions�.14 The experimental values of the electron-spin-
relaxation rate ��=1 / �2��, where � is the time constant that
describes the long component of the PC decay14�, which
were reported previously, were measured entirely with the
photon energy tuned to the spectral positions of E1 in differ-
ent samples.14 In Fig. 10 we show that the observed size
dependence of � is maintained also when the laser pulses are
tuned across the inhomogeneously broadened absorption
spectra of the investigated samples. This further confirms
that the size-dependent properties of QDs can be effectively
studied also in one sample by the resonant laser excitation of
a certain fraction of QDs from the whole distribution of QDs
sizes. The lines in Fig. 10 are the transition rates between the
lowest dipole-active exciton states �1S ,1S3/2�−1/2,3/2 and
�1S ,1S3/2�1/2,−3/2 that were calculated in the framework of the
electron-spin-relaxation mechanism, suggested in our previ-
ous paper �namely, two-LO-phonon intralevel transitions
with the electron-spin flip, driven by the electron-hole ex-
change interaction14�. We performed the calculations with
three different sets of effective-mass parameters: �1=1.71,
�2=0.62, �SO=70 meV �Ref. 29�; �1=1.02, �2=0.41, �SO

=62.4 meV �Ref. 30�; and �1=1.09, �2=0.34, �SO
=68 meV �Ref. 7�. Note that no fitting parameters are used
in our calculations.14 From the comparison of the experimen-
tal and theoretical results shown in Fig. 10 it follows that the
set of effective-mass parameters reported in Ref. 30 �set B�
does not seem to describe well the investigated CdS QDs in
a glass matrix. The reasons for this discrepancy can be quali-
tatively understood from the corresponding exciton-energy
spectra, shown in Fig. 2 and determined by the parameters
�1, �2, and �SO, which are different for sets A, B, and C. As
compared to sets A and C, for set B the energy spectrum
contains excited states, separated from the states
�1S ,1S3/2�−1/2,3/2 and �1S ,1S3/2�1/2,−3/2 by energy intervals,
which are closer to the LO-phonon energy �about 38 meV�.
For those “better matching” energy intervals, the two-phonon
assisted spin-relaxation processes14 through �intermediate�
excited states are more efficient and hence the spin-
relaxation rate is significantly enhanced. The other two sets
of parameters provide similar results and spin-relaxation
rates computed with the parameter set reported in Ref. 7
seems to be the most similar to the experimentally obtained
values. Our main point is that an adequate description of the
measured dynamics requires an accurate description of all
relevant exciton states. As implied by Fig. 10, the calculated
relaxation rates, corresponding to two-LO-phonon intralevel
transitions with the electron-spin flip driven by the electron-
hole exchange interaction,14 are strongly affected by a spe-
cific pattern of the lowest exciton energy levels, including, of
course, also a specific sequence of the exciton energy levels.
In other words, the relevance of the used model is deter-
mined not only by the derived sequence of the �1Se, 1Ph� and
�1Se, 1Sh� exciton energy levels but by the whole set of low-
est exciton states in the energy range on the order of few
LO-phonon energies.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We calculated the exciton fine structure for CdS spherical
QDs with the wurtzite crystal structure. If the influence of
the split-off bands is taken into account, the lowest hole state
is a P state for a wide range of QD sizes and also for differ-
ent sets of material parameters. However, due to the electron-
hole Coulomb interaction, the lowest state of an exciton ap-
pears to be of S symmetry both for the electron and hole
components. This state is further split by the crystal field and
the electron-hole exchange interaction into a dipole inactive
level with 	Nz	=2, which is a ground state of the exciton, and
dipole active level 1L. This implies that the electron-hole
exchange splitting rather than the spatial symmetry may ex-
plain the nature of the dark exciton in CdS QDs. Based on
this calculated structure of exciton energy levels we con-
structed a model for the exciton spin dynamics in spherical
QDs. In particular, we computed the spectrally resolved
polarization-sensitive dynamics of a differential transmission
in an ensemble of randomly oriented CdS QDs with a real-
istic size distribution, which can be directly compared with
our results that were measured in CdS QDs in glass matrix.
The qualitative agreement between the experimental results
and theoretical predictions enabled us to assign the fast com-

FIG. 10. �Color online� Room-temperature spin-relaxation rate
� as a function of the QD radius R. The experimental values
�points� were measured across the inhomogeneously broadened ab-
sorption spectra of the samples using laser pulses with different
values of photon energy h�. The curves show the rate of transitions
between the lowest dipole-active exciton states �1S ,1S3/2�−1/2,3/2
and �1S ,1S3/2�1/2,−3/2 that was calculated for three sets of param-
eters: set A ��1=1.71, �2=0.62, �SO=70 meV� �Ref. 29�, set B
��1=1.02, �2=0.41, �SO=62.4 meV� �Ref. 30�, and set C ��1

=1.09, �2=0.34, �SO=68 meV� �Ref. 7�.
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ponent observed in the decay of PC to the electron-spin-
conserving relaxation of the energy and total angular mo-
mentum of holes. The slow component in the decay of PC
was attributed to the relaxation between the �quasi�degener-
ate exciton states with opposite z projections of the total
exciton angular momentum, Nz=1 and −1, which involves
the electron-spin flip. The obtained dependence of the
electron-spin-relaxation rate on the radius of QDs, which
was both measured and computed, enabled us to select the
set of effective-mass parameters that provide the best de-
scription of CdS QDs in a glass matrix.
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